Text: I Samuel 1; 2:1-11
Subject: The Birth of Samuel
Dole Notes: Volume: 3 Chapter: 57 Page: 1
Age Group: Beginners: 3-5

Basic supplies:
- Glue
- Markers
- Paper
- Paint

Materials:
- Stuffing, yarn
- Old pink, white or tan socks
- Buttons, needles & thread
- Red felt, glue
- Pieces of flannel or other soft material

Teacher preparation: fabric
- Make sample
- Sew as much or little yarn hair as you like on the sock's head of time
- Thread the needles
- Cut flannel into strips or rectangles to wrap dolls with

Procedure:
- Stuff stuffing into toe of sock for head
- Tie off with thread
- Stuff the rest of the sock/body and tie off
- Cut out red felt mouths & glue on
- Sew on eyes (buttons)
- Wrap with flannel blanket and tie with thread or fasten with a safety pin

Notes: Sewing the hair may take awhile, but this may be compensated for by the specialness of the project to the children

Music: first songs: p. 18
- Lori's tape: Moses in the Bullrushes
- Great Red Dragon

Liturgy: